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What is AgriSPIN?

AgriSPIN was launched in 2015. The project lasted
2,5 year.

Received funding from the EU’s Framework
Programme for Research and Innovation, Horizon
2020. Total budget: € 2.000.000

Main objective: contribute to improved methods
of innovation in European agriculture.
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How did AgriSPIN work?

Identify best practices for innovation and support
systems in European agriculture through the crossvisit method.

Uncover so-called blind spots in innovation projects.

Creation of a powerful European network to ensure
that the knowledge accumulated in the project is
disseminated to as many stakeholders as possible.
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Teamwork for Farm Advice: the initiation
•

•
•

Due to the economic crisis of 2008, the purchase price of dairy
products decreased
As a result, the Latvian dairy sector became unstable
The Latvian Rural and Advisory Training Centre (LLKC) in co-operation
with the Latvian Ministry of Agriculture came up with a plan: provide
farmers faced with financial difficulties with advice on how to improve
their situation
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Teamwork for Farm Advice: key actors

Latvian Rural Advisory and
Training Centre (LLKC) (central
and regional offices)

Latvian Ministry of Agriculture

Banks

Advisory experts

Farmers’ organisations (such as
the Parliament of Farmers and
the Latvian Farmers Federation)
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Teamwork for Farm Advice: how did it work?
•
•

Elaborate long term production plans for the farms
The process applied to create the production plans:
1. Introduction with the farm and gathering basic data about
production
2. Evaluation of the methods used to run the farm
3. Elaboration of cash flow models for cash flow stabilization
4. Development of production plan for a 3 to 5 year period
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Teamwork for Farm Advice: the teams
•

•

8 advisory teams were set up to provide the farmers with a production
plan
48 specialists were involved
Team

Team
leader

Economic
expert

Lifestock
expert

Crop
expert

Bookkeeping
expert
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Results
LLKC received 140 applications: 97 dairy farms, 31
arable crop farms, and 12 other farms (goat, sheep,
etc.)
Only 3 out of the 140 farms that participated were
forces to end their business

Advisory experts from LLKC, farmers and scientists
from the University of Agriculture and the University
of Latvia worked in a united team
In 2014 a working group was established to discuss
and elaborate models for economic analyses on a
farm level
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths
•
•

•
•

Close cooperation among the actors
involved;
By using agreed and unified principles,
the participating actors found solutions
useful to the farmers;
Better cooperation and networking
between LLKC regional offices;
Advisory teams are composed of
different actors

Weaknesses
• Beyond the project, the Teamwork
approach seems to be too expensive for
farmers

Opportunities

Threats

• Involvement of banks (financing) and
trust from their side of the programme

• The project did not last in some offices
after it had finished
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Lessons learned
Multidimensional advice helped the farmers
overcome their financial troubles

As the provided advice was tailored to each
individual farm, the farmers were able to take
measures that suited their needs

A well functioning network of relevant stakeholders
contributed to the success of the project

The project demonstrated that it is possible to find
solutions aimed at helping farmers by using agreed
principles
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Thank you for your
attention!
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